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Dear creative and talented
professionals,
Dear community of festival-goers,
I am delighted to address you in
the context of the 75th edition of
the Festival de Cannes around the
European Film Forum. Cannes is
not only one of the 5 major films
festivals in the world; it is also with
its film market a leading platform
for professionals to network and do
business and, for the European
institutions a unique opportunity to
exchange with players and better
understand the market trends as
well as the needs in terms of
policies.

The European Film Forum is a platform
for a structured dialogue between policy makers
and stakeholders in the audiovisual sector
organised by the European Commission’s
Creative Europe MEDIA programme.
It travels to film festivals and markets and aims
at developing a strategic policy agenda,
opening up new perspectives on the challenges
and opportunities brought by the digital
transformation.

Today Europe is facing many
challenges such as the ongoing
digital shift, the impact of the
sanitary crisis and a complex
geopolitical scene following
Russia’s unprovoked aggression
against Ukraine that we condemn.
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I pay tribute to the audiovisual
and the cinema sectors, for being
resilient while also sensitive to
the digital disruption and these
exceptional circumstances, as
we have recently witnessed the
spontaneous initiatives in support
to Ukrainian film professionals.
Over the past years, the sector
has ventured with relentless
efforts into innovations across
the value chain, experimenting
new ways of financing creation,
engaging in reduction of carbon
footprint, discovering and
mentoring new talents and
nourishing a European identity
through the production of works
that shed light to our common
values while capturing a rich
and diverse continent.

I want to stress the Commission’s
commitment to accompany the
industry’s efforts, confident that
a smart public support at local,
national and EU level is key to
assert EU audiovisual companies’
autonomy and competitiveness at
global level. Together we are
forging ahead the European
audiovisual sector.
In fact, the European Union has
developed a series of tools
providing a suitable environment
for the sector: from the
longstanding Creative Europe
MEDIA programme that has an
unprecedented budget of €1.4
billion for the 2021-2027 period,
and a favourable regulatory
framework, to strategic plans
such as the Media and Audiovisual
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Action Plan to support the recovery,
transformation and empowerment
of the sector. The recently launched
MediaInvest will be a key element
to address the financing needs of
AV companies.
On 23rd April a historic agreement
with great added value for the
audiovisual and media industry was
achieved on the Digital Services
Act (DSA) and the Digital Market
Act (DMA). Later this year I will
propose a very important legislation
i.e. the European Media Freedom
Act to preserve our information
space based on essential principles
of editorial freedom, independence
and pluralism.
Looking forward to seeing you in
Cannes to talk about these topics!

CONFERENCE

AGENDA
• Opening speech by Commissioner for
the Internal Market, Thierry Breton
• MediaInvest: The Opportunities
it offers by Laurent Braun,
Head of Business Development
at the European Investment Fund
• Panel 1: Make your pitch – why
to invest into audiovisual?
• Panel 2: IP exploitation as a key
element for more diversified
investment strategies
• The Way forward by MEP
Laurence Farreng
• Concluding Remarks by Giuseppe
Abbamonte, Director, Media Policy,
European Commission

FOSTERING EUROPE’S CULTURAL
AUTONOMY THROUGH INVESTMENT
AND IP EXPLOITATION: MEDIAINVEST

The conference will focus on how to secure EU audiovisual
competitiveness at global level, in particular through
private investment in the sector.
It will be an opportunity to discover the great potential
of investing in the AV sector, discuss the new financial
tool under the InvestEU programme best known as
MediaInvest, and meet with professionals working
on audiovisual, production and distribution but also
financiers investing into this industry.

PANEL 1

PANEL 2

The equity investment should help audiovisual
companies to launch larger scale, higher-end productions
with chances of reaching wider audiences and box-office
as well as develop structured collaborations with
distributors. In addition, it should strengthen their
position vis-à-vis bigger, global players. Join us for a
moderated panel discussion focusing on how to crowd in
private investors and increase equity investment into
audiovisual production and distribution. Could
MediaInvest be a useful tool to address the gaps in
financing faced by audiovisual professionals in Europe?
What do investors expect from an investment into
the companies from this sector?

Managing IP to prove business value is an evolving field.
The greatest advances have been made in the USA,
driven by the need to produce sustainable revenue
streams to satisfy the capital markets. Companies and
investors in Europe are becoming increasingly aware of
the potential of IP to enhance existing revenue streams
or to create new ones. Which strategy to use and what
are the ways to convert IP rights into cash? Would tools
like MediaInvest allow for strengthening of the
autonomous growth of the European companies? Would
it help them to keep the rights attached to their
productions?

IP Exploitation as a key element
for more diversified investment
strategies.

Make your pitch – why to invest
into audiovisual?

SPEAKERS
Jan Mojto – Film producer and distributor, CEO – Beta Film
Oscar Farres – Head of Digital Economy - Venture Capital–
European Investment Fund
Tanu-Matti Tuominen – Co-founder and Partner – IPR.VC
Marjorie Paillon - Moderator

Karin Annell – Head of Commercial Business and International
Affairs – Wildside
Alexandra Lebret – Managing Director – European Producers
Club
Rain Rannu – Film Director, Writer and Producer – Tallifornia
Marjorie Paillon - Moderator

Participation is on a first come,
first served basis.The event is open
for all the badge-holders.
In English and French.

Jan Mojto
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SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIAINVEST

Interested applicants for MediaInvest shall
submit a formal Expression of Interest via
the EIF:
https://www.eif.org/InvestEU/equity_products_
calls/index.htm

before 30 June 2027.

For more information about how to apply:
equity_products_calls/index.htm

Improving access to finance for cultural & creative industries
The first ever equity investment
instrument…
MediaInvest is a dedicated equity investment instrument
designed to foster European audiovisual productions and
distribution businesses. Co-funded through Creative
Europe MEDIA, it belongs to the broader InvestEU Equity
programme, under the area Creative & Cultural Sectors,
and is managed by the European Commission and
implemented by the European Investment Fund (EIF). Its
goal is to mobilise private investors and increase equity
investment volumes.

... to bridge the financial gap...

... in the audiovisual sector...

… by stimulating more investment.

The European audiovisual sector is characterised by
a large number of highly innovative and creative
independent production and distribution companies with
high growth potential. They often however lack the
financial strength to compete. At the same time,
European investors remain largely unaware of the
potential of those companies.

While MediaInvest addresses equity financial
intermediaries, the ultimate beneficiaries will be
audiovisual content production companies (incl. films,
series, videogames, immersive formats…) and
distribution companies such as cinemas, TVs and online
streaming services. The instrument will be complemented
by investment readiness support for interested
companies that will receive tailor-made guidance
adapted to their business strategy to attract investors
and identify the most promising projects.

The EIF will implement MediaInvest by providing equity
investments directly into a fund or a co-investment
vehicle (alongside the fund) with other investors
investing in the same risk class.

MediaInvest aims at injecting investment to strengthen
the competitiveness of the audiovisual industries in
Europe, by supporting EUR 400 Million of total
investments for the period 2022-2027.
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MediaInvest will also develop an investment pipeline
through capacity building activities for investors - aimed
at increasing their knowledge of global production and
distribution markets and their associated risks.

If you are a producer or distributor…
MAKE YOUR PITCH!
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Creative Europe MEDIA has invested in the European film industry since 1991 and is
committed to mobilising the audiovisual sector. For the past 30 years, it has encouraged
collaborations not only locally but also across Member States to improve cross-border
productions and circulation of works to reach new audiences.
It is with great pride that we see MEDIA-supported titles nominated to renowned
festivals such as Cannes Film Festival every year. In fact, more than 50 productions
have been selected to Cannes since the birth of the programme. Beyond the industry’s
credit, such titles have received the public’s recognition for they convey the common
European values while capturing a rich and diverse continent.
MEDIA will continue to support the development, distribution and promotion of
hundreds of films across Europe to bring to people the best of European cinema. Under
the principle of cooperation, the European film sector will become stronger.

In 2022, 15 MEDIA-supported films have been
selected at Cannes Film Festival, including
“Boy from Heaven” by Tarik Saleh, “Pacifiction”
by Albert Serra and “Triangle of Sadness” by
Ruben Östlund in the official competition.
Fredrik-Wenzel ©Plattform-Produktion
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